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MY first duty is to Arthur Gale, whose memory we honour each year by this lecture,
and to relate my subject to an aspect of his life and work. Gale was first and

foremost an epidemiologist, with an interest in the infectious diseases. I never met
him, and to learn about him, I read the small book which he wrote called Epidemic
Diseases Gale (1959) its pages, I found, reflected the best qualities of the good epi¬
demiologist.a dispassionate evaluation of the evidence concerning the health of
populations, and a passionate concern for the health of the individual person.

In 1950, when Gale moved to Bristol, he was appointed Dean of Postgraduate
Medical Studies and thus the centre of his interest moved from medical research to
medical education. The man whose memory we honour experienced his professional
life on the boundary between a study of the health of populations and a concern for the
health of the individual; on the boundary between his interest in research and his
interest in education.

The boundary
I am attempting to explain my title. Last year, I took part in your faculty symposium
called New Ideas in General Practice, and referred to the uncharted boundary between
the patient's expectations and the doctor's education. In the discussion which followed,
Professor Margot Jefferys noted my reference to boundaries and reminded us that there
were problems concerned also with the proper boundaries between one profession and
another.for example, between the general practitioner and the social worker.

It seemed that the difficulties we experience on these professional boundaries are

important not only because they involve the amour propre of doctors and others, but
because they are a paradigm of the problems that we all have in beating the bounds of
our professional task. In failing to understand each other's roles and contributions, we
express our mystification about the nature of what it is that our patients expect us to do.

You will see, therefore, that I am describing a multiple aetiology for the subject of
my talk. The situation of Arthur Gale on the boundaries between the population and
the individual, between research and education; the problems of professional boundaries
discussed at the Exeter symposium; the work of beating the bounds of general practice,
which I have been doing with medical students, groups of trainees and general-
practitioner teachers, and in particular as a member of the Royal College of General
Practitioners' team which spent the last three years writing the book The Future General
Practitioner. I want now to develop some of these ideas.

I have borrowed the title of my paper this evening from a collection of essays by
the German theologian Paul Tillich (1967). He called his essays On the Boundary, and
he wrote as a mid-twentieth century protestant theologian, caught up in the events of
the lifetimes of most of us here, about his own life on the boundary between his religious
and political interests; between his rural upbringing and his urban experience; between
his youth in Europe and his mature years in the New World; between the theory of his
beliefs and the practice of living them.

?The sixteenth Gale Memorial Lecture delivered at the Somerset Postgraduate Medical Centre,
Taunton on 30 September, 1972.
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When I first read his essays some years ago, they struck a strong cord in my own

experience of life as a general practitioner. I recognised that there were different
boundaries on which the general practitioner lives his professional life: the boundary
between the concepts of health and illness; between the concepts of disease and illness;
between the physical and psychological component of illness; between the perspectives
of psychology and sociology; between ethics and the law; between the individual patient
and his family; between the history of the patient and his own future; between medicine
in the hospital and medicine in the community; between the concepts of 'cure' and
'care'. It is in this sense that I want to examine general practice 'on the boundary'.

Three boundaries
First I shall explore the boundary between different systems of thought in general
practice.in this case the boundary between science and art.

Second, I shall explore the boundary between different disciplines, as they affect
the general practitioner.the disciplines ofphysical pathology, psychology and sociology,
on whose boundaries are manifest those diagnoses which we claim to compose simul¬
taneously in physical, psychological and social terms.

Third, I shall examine the boundary between two different roles in general practice.
and here I want to explore the boundary between being a trainee and being a principal
in general practice. My intention is to look at the process of becoming a responsible
general practitioner and to suggest that a study of this process may help us to under¬
stand better the nature of the task of general practice in society.

The writings of Paul Tillich helped me to appreciate the universality of this boundary
experience in professional and academic life. In the introduction to his essays Tillich
wrote, "The boundary is the best place for acquiring knowledge". He went on to say,
"When I was asked to give an account of the way my ideas had developed in my life,
I thought that the concept of the boundary might be the fitting symbol for the whole of
my personal and intellectual development. At almost every point I have had to stand
between alternative possibilities of existence, to be completely at home in neither... This
position is fruitful for thought; but it is difficult and dangerous in life, which again and
again demands decisions and thus the exclusion of alternatives".

". . . Life which again and again demands decisions and thus the exclusion of
alternatives". Most of us would agree that what Tillich is expressing is fundamental to
the experience of being a general practitioner.

It is not of course, unique to the experience of being a general practitioner, as I
hope I have shown. It is the experience of a large body of professional men who are

concerned with problems of science and human existence.it is a part of the experience
of being a theologian like Paul Tillich and an epidemiologist like Arthur Gale.

Art, science and general practice
The origins of the argument about whether medicine is an art or a science, stretch back
into the inaccessible recesses of medical history. Many modern writers on the philosophy
of medicine have become understandably bored by the question and suggest either that
the dualism is a false one, or that the argument is irrelevant.

My own favourite dismissal of the argument comes from the American writer
Ashley Montague (1963) who says, "Clinical medicine should be regarded neither as an

art nor as a science in itself, but as a special kind of relationship between two persons,
a doctor and a patient . . ." That is my favourite dismissal, but it is not entirely con¬

vincing. The words 'art' and 'science' continue to be used, and the dualism in medicine
continues to be recognised in many subversive ways.

The word 'science' in medicine has come to be associated with ideas of measurement,
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instrumentation, the application of physical and chemical principles to biological pro¬
cesses, and of biological processes to an understanding of diseases. Science is regarded as

having to do with objectivity and detachment rather than with subjectivity and involve¬
ment; it has to do with hard facts rather than with feelings; with what is verifiable and
what is replicable.

The word 'art' in medicine, on the other hand, is used with several meanings, of
which two are common and fairly constant. The first, perhaps the less important, is
concerned with ideas of experience and diagnostic flare. The semantic overtone of the
word 'art' here, is 'artificer' or 'craftsman'. In this sense we talk about the art of medicine
as a synonym for the techniques of diagnosis and treatment.we use it to describe the
way in which the physician applies his scientific expertise to solving the patient's
problem.

The second, more important, use of the word 'art' has to do with such things as
'the bedside manner'; the prescribing of placebos; with maintaining the confidence of
the patient. Here the semantic overtone is not 'artificer' but 'artifice', the dictionary
meaning of which is 'an ingenious expedient, a manoeuvre, or trick'.

Both the art and the science of medicine, within these meanings, are conceived of
as being humane. But while the science of medicine is seen as essentially to do with
truth, the art of medicine is linked to the notion of falsehood.

Science is seen as having to do with the histology and site of bony secondaries in a

woman dying from carcinoma of the breast; art is seen as having to do with the handling
of the relationship with the dying woman, and her family. It is a fact of clinical life
that we begin to talk most about the 'art' of medicine when the so-called 'science' of
medicine has least to offer us. It is this careless but current view of art and science
which has, I believe, led to a relative disinterest by doctors in the exciting boundary
between the two.

Clinical method
One of the major stumbling blocks which is put in the way of the doctor's understanding
of the notion of 'medical science', is the way in which he is taught, at the beginning of
his medical education, about clinical method. You will remember that we were taught
clinical method, as though diagnoses were arrived at by a process of inductive logic.
We were instructed to take a careful history of the presenting complaint; the past history;
the family history; the social history; the symptomatology, system by system, and so on.
The whole nature of our patient and his disease was to be observed by minds utterly
innocent of prejudice or preconception.

However, this is not the way in which clinicians in fact make diagnoses. What is
the intellectual route by which one arrives at the conclusion that a screaming child is
suffering from inflammation of the middle ear? How many do, as I do, begin by deciding
that he has an inflamed middle ear until proved otherwise? I believe this is the way in
which we behave, though it is not the way in which we were taught to behave. Are we
then acting as scientists or as charlatans?

A 20-year-old probationer nurse presents with a burning sensation on passing water.
In making informed guesses, about why she is having cystitis, not so much about what
sort of bacteriological examination we will make, but about whom she is going to bed
with and what sort of contraceptive counselling she may need.we act as scientists.
We are thinking deductively and our minds are certainly not innocent of prejudice.

Intelligent guesses
Sir Peter Medawar (1967) writes: "Imaginative conjecture and criticism in that order,
underlie the physician's diagnosis of his patient's ailments".
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There is nothing new in the concept that physicians make intelligent guesses. Galen,
in the second century, reported how he had won his reputation for making diagnoses
and prognoses which looked "more like acts of divination than products of the medical
art".

He described being called to see a patient who was himself a visiting physician
from Sicily. As he entered the room he saw a servant leaving with a pot of vomit which
Galen described as being typical of that produced in liver disease. On the patient's
shelf he saw a mixture of hyssop, honey and water, which among its other uses was
considered a remedy for pleurisy. Galen deduced that the patient had misinterpreted the
symptoms caused by his inflamed liver. Without another word, without benefit of
either history or examination, he astonished the patient and the other physicians who
stood about him, by placing his hand on the right lower chest and asking the patient
whether he did not experience a short sharp pain, worse with respiration, sometimes
accompanied by a shallow unproductive cough (Finlayson, 1960).

Despite the appearances of craftiness and trickery, it was not medical art which
Galen was demonstrating, but medical science. He was using the same scientific method
which Crick and Watson employed when they discovered the double helical structure of
the DNA. molecule. He made an intelligent guess and tried to find out whether he
was right.
Predicting the past
The scientific method is not confined only to chemical and physical formulae.it may
be employed with the softest of data.

An attractive and well proportioned woman of 34 came to see the doctor and
asked for some tablets to put on weight. A medical student was observing the con¬
sultation. After a moment or two of hesitation, the woman said that she was dissatisfied
with the size of her breasts. The student, whose tastes were commendably but not
immoderately catholic in these matters, examined them and found them completely
acceptable. The doctor then discovered that the woman was keeping company with
a man several years younger than herself.

Following Galen, I invited the students in the seminar where this case was reported,
to develop their own imaginative conjectures.their guesses.about this woman.

They started with the basic facts: she was 34, unmarried, and going out with a younger
man who had provoked all kinds of anxieties about her breasts. At the very least it
seemed reasonable to suggest that here was a woman uncertain of her femininity. What
predictions could the student make about this woman's natural history?

In carrying out this kind of exercise with medical students, it is of little value to
ask them to predict the future.since although this provides an excellent exercise of
the imaginative conjecture, no crystal ball is available to us to tell us who was right and
who was wrong. Instead, I invite them to predict the past.

What kind of history do they expect this patient to have had, and how far can we
test their inspired guesses by looking at the past medical notes?

On this occasion the students in the group achieved a very high score: they pre¬
dicted the anorexia nervosa which this particular woman had suffered during her
puberty, and the two dilatations and curettages for pelvic pain which marked her late
adolescence.

The students were operating on the boundary between art and science, where
imaginative conjectures are generated and examined.

Perceptive system
Yet 'imaginative' is a word which seems to belong more to the traditional notion of
art than to science. If science is not a particular kind of information but rather
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a particular method of handling information about the world as we see it, how can we
better understand art? I want to suggest that art represents another system of thought,
different from but complementary to science: another method of handling information.
I am suggesting that there is a perceptive system, emanating from the arts, without
which the general practitioner cannot function.

In order to illustrate the application of this perceptive system to clinical practice,
I want to quote again from one of the student seminars which I hold at St Mary's
Hospital Medical School, London.

A 4^-year-old child, a girl, had been brought to the surgery by her mother who had
two things to tell the doctor. The first was that the child was now able to walk after a
fashion for the first time. The second was that the child had been a "bit feverish all day"
and her mother was very worried because she thought that it hurt Joanna to pass water.

The student was told that young Joanna had been delivered at 29 weeks. At that
time her mother had been found to have a blood-stained vaginal discharge and a cervical
smear showed malignant cells. Despite the pregnancy, a decision was made to carry out
a cone biopsy. A week later she went into labour and Joanna's first weeks were very
precarious. She was spastic. Joanna's mother had been a successful dancer before her
marriage and now she ran a small dancing school for children.

The general practitioner told the student that Joanna's parents both expressed the
wish for another child. They were not employing any contraceptive technique but so far
there had been no further pregnancy. The typical pot pourri of anecdotes, that char¬
acterise a general practitioner's history.

Doctors and non-doctors alike, can embark on the scientific process of making
informed guesses in relation to this story. However, before making a number of such
guesses about Joanna and her parents, I want to try to relate the 'art' of general practice
to what I prefer to call the 'perceptive system' of aesthetic appreciation in poetry, music
or the plastic arts.

Poetry
I want to discuss some poetry from T. S. Eliot's (1925) The Waste Land Part III The
Fire Sermon. The poem is extremely complicated, rooted in the legend of the
Holy Grail and steeped in literary allusions. Its symbolism stems from the primitive
gods and fertility rites described in Frazer's The Golden Bough. Eliot is also talking about
life in his own twentieth century society. He has been describing the casual seduction
of a young typist by a small house-agent's clerk and ends with the following four lines:

When lovely woman stoops to folly and
Paces about her room again, alone,
She smooths her hair with automatic hand,
Andputs a record on the gramophone.

I considered earlier the association of science with the idea of truth. Truth in
science depends on clarity of expression, an absence of ambiguity and a universality of
meaning. Usually, to make scientific truth communicable, ordinary language will not
do, and symbols must be used instead. We are already familiar with this in such basic
sciences as mathematics, physics and chemistry. Hence scientists in the same discipline
can read each other's papers across boundaries of natural language which they could
not begin to cross in terms of novels and plays.
Many valued language
Bronowski tells us that a scientific paper instructs us in a mode of knowledge that is
single valued, and a poem informs us in a mode of language that is many valued. The
paper in which Crick and Watson informed the world that they had uncovered the
beautiful structure of the DNA. molecule depended for its truth on the fact that terms
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like 'thymine' and 'tautomeric shift' each meant one thing and one thing only.that
the terms had been pared down to the bare bone of meaning and there was no possible
room for more than one interpretation of what it was that the two scientists were saying.
This is the language in which the natural scientist discovers and conveys truth. It is
the language of all the sciences basic to clinical medicine but it is not the language which
communicates the truth about illness.

On the contrary, the truth about illness communicates itselfto the general practitioner
in a language which stems not from mathematics, physics and chemistry (in which our
education as doctors began) but from poetry, drama, music and painting. It is a many-
valued language.

In order to explain what I mean, I shall first return to T. S. Eliot and his deflowered
typist, and then to Joanna and her parents.

What does Eliot tell us about his young woman after her lover
Bestows onefinal patronising kiss,
Andgropes his way,finding the stairs unlit.. . ?

Well, at one level he describes what she has done as 'folly', and he shows her
behaving with just the sort of triviality and meaninglessness which one might expect to
follow a meaningless and trivial act.

When lovely woman stoops to folly and
Paces about her room again, alone,
She smooths her hair with automatic hand,
And puts a record on the gramophone.

Eliot also suggests that the act of loving has been a defence against a suffocating
loneliness which returns immediately when she 'paces about her room again, alone'.
And the meaningless smoothing of her hair and playing of the gramophone become a
much more powerful image when we associate the idea of her automatic hand and the
mechanical arm of the automatic gramophone; when the texture of smoothed hair and
the surface of the gramophone record suddenly coalesce.

Eliot is telling us that there is something inevitable, predestined, repetitive, in the
behaviour of the typist and her clerk in the bedsitting room. He seems to be suggesting
that what we need to see at one level as a meaningful and personal contact between two
human beings may be seen on another level as no more than an old piece of ritual.
something recorded a long time ago, replayed like a record on the gramophone.

Of course I have other evidence for my interpretation. Only three or four lines
above this stanza Eliot has said:

And I Tiresias have foresuffered all,
Enacted on this same divan or bed;

Tiresias, the detached observer of the poem, tells us that he has seen it all before.
The effect of what Eliot says in these few lines is enriched still further and darkened

in texture, when we realise that the quatrain is an echo from the eighteenth century.from
Oliver Goldsmith's poem, Woman.

When lovely woman stoops to folly,
Andfinds too late that men betray,

What charm can sooth her melancholy,
What art can wash her guilt away?

The only art her guilt to cover,
To hide her shamefrom every eye,

To give repentance to her lover,
And wring his bosom, is.to die.
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To this understanding of Eliot's lines, a whole world of meaning would be added,
were I erudite enough to know the symbolism of the Golden Bough in depth, or to be
able to understand the allusions to Ovid, Shakespeare's The Tempest, and The Confessions
of St Augustine which Eliot makes in this part of the poem.

The truth in Eliot's lines depends on the ability of the reader to discern not one
clear unambiguous message which must be the aim of Crick and Watson in their paper.
It depends on an ability to discern as many shades of meaning, as many levels of under¬
standing as possible. From the reader's critique of the poem, I want to return to the
general practitioner's critique of the patient and the illness.

Joanna and her parents
When my group of students began looking at Joanna and her parents, the first question
which they addressed to themselves was, "Who is the patient in this consultation?" At
one level of understanding, here was a child with a fever, and the probability that she
had a urinary tract infection. So far so good.

However, the mother had also come to show the child walking for the first time.
Could it be, the students wondered, simply coincidence.or was it that Joanna's mother
felt guilty, felt she had caused Joanna to be premature and spastic by agreeing to have
a cone biopsy in order to play safe with her own health? Was Joanna's mother acting
out a compulsive need to feel herself a caring mother? The language in which the illness
was being expressed now appeared to be many-valued. Also, was it significant that
Joanna's mother had been a ballet dancer, someone for whom physical beauty and
athletic prowess must be very highly valued?

How were we to understand the failure to become pregnant now? The couple say
that they want a baby and they take no contraceptive measures. Is the failure to conceive
a physical phenomenon, perhaps something to do with the cone biopsy and an alteration
in the anatomy or physiology of the external os? Or could it be that guilt and ambi¬
valence have made sexual intercourse between Joanna's parents a rare and difficult
enterprise?

You will see that there is a great richness of possible hypotheses about what is
going on.a richness only limited by the boundaries of the doctor's imagination. The
imagination however, must be a trained one, and the patterns sought in the entangled
web of the patient's story must concern everything that can be learned about the
patient as a person, relevant to the moment of the consultation.

Wit
In particular, the general practitioner needs to have a grasp of what the literary critic
calls 'wit'. The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary defines this as: "That quality of
speech or writing which consists in the apt association of thought and expression,
calculated to surprise and delight by its unexpectedness". The image from The Waste
Land of the girl smoothing her hair with automatic hand, was one such example of wit.
Andrew Marvell's superb couplet from the poem To His Coy Mistress, is another:

The grave's afine and private place,
But none I think do there embrace.

The juxtaposition of images and ideas shocks with its truth. In just the same way as the
image of the private grave mocks and yet gives poignancy and urgency to the poet's need
for a private embrace, so the image of the positive cervical smear and the cone biopsy
is an unexpected association of thought which at once links Joanna's spasticity with the
two meanings, physical and psychological, of her mother's present failure to conceive.

The frightened middle-aged lady, who came to my surgery complaining that she
had a severe irritation in her Virginia' is yet another example of how an understanding
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of wit can lead to a better understanding of the patient and the illness, on the boundary
between art and science.

Physical, psychological, and social diagnoses
So far I have considered the tension which exists on the boundary between the systems of
art and science. Inevitably these considerations have drawn us towards the second
category of boundaries.that between the disciplines of physical pathology, psychology
and sociology, where the general practitioner constructs his diagnostic models.

My intention is to show that, again to quote Tillich, "the boundary is the best place
for acquiring knowledge". It is only by being prepared to explore the boundaries between
the physical, the psychological and the social, that the general practitioner is able to
compose his diagnoses simultaneously in all three terms.

Failure to breastfeed
Let us take the simplest of examples. A midwife reports to the general practitioner that
a young mother in the first week of the puerperium has failed to establish breast feeding.
Certainly this can be understood in physical terms.in terms of the endocrinology of
lactation, and in terms of the nutrition and immunology of the infant. At one and the
same time, there are psychological explanations and sequelae of these events. All kinds
of imaginative conjectures are available to us about the reasons for the mother's failure
to establish breast feeding: they may have to do with a rejection of sexuality; or with
an inability to be a giving person, because she sees giving, especially giving from her
own body, as being in some way self-destructive.

Alternatively it could simply be said that within her own family surroundings, this
young woman had learned that physical intimacy between mother and baby at the
breast is unacceptable behaviour. Here, we are pushed to the third boundary, the
boundary with sociology. The general practitioner and the midwife approach the
problem of lactation with informed middle-class or professional attitudes. They think
in terms of nutrition, immunology, and the psychological value of breast feeding.

However, the mother may approach the problem with her own value judgments,
which are based on her own social perceptions. We know from a large number of
carefully conducted surveys that attitudes to breast feeding are very different in social
class V from what they are in social class I. By and large breast feeding is rejected by
the working-class mother in urban communities because it no longer fits in with the
patterns of life which modern industrial society imposes upon her.

In order to understand what is going on, the general practitioner must compose
the diagnosis of failure to establish breast feeding in this particular woman on the
boundary between physical pathology, psychology and sociology.

Dissociation of sensibility
In poetry
Fifty years ago, in an essay on the metaphysical poets, T. S. Eliot (1923), put forward
the theory that in the seventeenth century something regrettable happened to English
poetry. He described this as a dissociation ofsensibility. By this he meant that Shakespeare
and the Elizabethan poets, John Donne and the metaphysicals, had all used their
feelings as part of their thinking. They used their senses and their emotions as apart of
that intellectual apparatus with which they examined the philosophical problems of
their lives.

Thereafter, for three centuries, T. S. Eliot tells us that with a few honourable
exceptions, English poets either felt, or thought.they rarely did both at one and the
same time. Thus Andrew Marvell writing about the imperfections and impossibility of
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love, uses the current sciences of the seventeenth century to express his anger and his
understanding.

As Lines so Loves oblique may well
Themselves in every Angle greet:
But ours so truly Parallel,
Though infinite can never meet.

Therefore the Love which us doth bind
But Fate so enviously debars,
Is the Conjunction of the Mind,
And Opposition of the Stars.

Marvell uses the seventeenth century new sciences of geometry and astronomy to
examine 'The Definition of Love' as the general practitioner today might use the new
sciences of physical pathology, psychology and sociology to examine the diagnosis of
failure to breast feed.

In medicine
I want to suggest that the scientific education of the doctor in our time causes a dis¬
sociation of sensibility in medicine which is most dangerous when it affects the clinical
behaviour of the general practitioner. The distortion occurs as I suggested earlier, in
part as a result of our training to think only in single-valued and not also in many-
valued language. The mistake has its roots in the confusion between the processes of
'imaginative conjecture' on the one hand.which requires a many-valued language.
and the processes of testing hypotheses, which requires a single-valued language.

There has been a dissociation of sensibility in diagnosis, and some future medical
historian may comment that it was the costly and unnecessary price which medicine
paid in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries for the breathtaking development of the
basic sciences which has been achieved in our time.

In terms of the conceit which I have used in this lecture, medicine has retreated
from the boundary between thinking and feeling. Doctors have a tendency either to
think, or to feel; to make a physical diagnosis, or a psychological one, or a social one.
The profession has retreated from the tensions and uncertainties of the boundary.
Another example
In another student seminar, one of the students reported a consultation which had
involved three patients: a married couple in their mid-twenties and their infant. The
mother and father were middle-class, South African Jews who had arrived in London
during the previous year. Three months earlier the husband had telephoned the doctor
to say that his wife had cramp. The doctor gave advice on the telephone, was rung back
an hour later, visited the home, and admitted the woman in labour. Their baby was
delivered normally that evening, and although rather small, thrived. Since mother and
baby had been discharged from hospital there had been telephone calls for the doctor
complaining that the baby appeared restless, had colic, cried a lot and looked unwell.

On this occasion both of the parents and the baby presented themselves at the
surgery. The father, a tall powerfully-built man, was seething with anger. He had
shouted at the receptionist that even though he had made a special appointment to see
the doctor, they had been made to cool their heels in the waiting room. The student
described the awkwardness with which this big man with his big hands handled the
small baby like a piece of fragile glass.

The general practitioner invited the medical student to examine the baby with him
and they were able to find no obvious physical cause for the baby's reported distress.
He was still small, but he was being fed at the breast and his weight gain was satisfactory.
All this was explained to the father while the mother sat passively holding the baby.
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The student told us how, over the calm reassuring voice of the doctor, the father's
angry replies sang out like a descant. The baby, he said, was terribly small; he was

terribly restless; he kept poking his tongue out and putting his fingers in his mouth.
The doctor talked about the normal development of the infant, but neither the mother
nor the father seemed to hear him and the consultation ended on an 'uncertain note.'

In the discussion which followed, the group of students generated a number of
ideas about the consultation. They began to compose a hypothesis about the illness and
the patients simultaneously in physical, psychological and social terms.an example of
work on the boundary. It went something like this:

They began with the statement that all Jewish families are matriarchal. They had
just been reading Philip Roth's horrifying and hilarious account of New York Jewish
family life in his novel Portnofs Complaint. Perhaps, they argued, when a young couple
like this, expecting their first baby, are dislocated from a strong Jewish mother-figure
like Mrs Portnoy, they may be expected to have increased anxiety about their first-born
son. They commented also on the cultural shock of moving to Paddington from a

rich bourgois white suburban community in South Africa.
The students also noticed that the presenting symptoms of the consultation were

not only the baby's 'colic', but also the father's anger. How could they put this together?
Was the father depressed because this was a first baby, and husbands of primigravidae
suffer from anxiety and depression because they have been ousted from the affection of
their wives, or at least from their wives' more maternal feelings ? Was he angry because
the doctor had not come to see his wife when he had first called? If this was so, was he
likely to trust the doctor now, or to accept the doctor's reassurances ?

Lastly, the reporting student had described how the mother said that she fed the
baby almost every hour, but still he would not settle. Was the baby being overfed in
order to make him big enough and strong enough to satisfy the demands and anxieties
of his big, strong father? That, thought the students, might explain why the baby had
colic.

This appreciation of the situation did not take place alone within the framework
of physical pathology, psychology or sociology. The diagnostic model was constructed
on that difficult boundary where the doctor is driven in two directions at once; where
he must be prepared to tolerate all the uncertainties of human experience. Sir Peter
Medawar wrote in 1969: "Biologists work very close to the frontier between bewilder¬
ment and understanding. Biology is complex, messy and richly various, like real life".

He might well have been describing general practice.

The boundary between training and responsibility
The third and last boundary in general practice, which I wish to examine, is one I knew
little about until two years ago. This is the boundary which the young doctor experiences
in the course of his professional life between being a trainee in general practice and
becoming a principal with full clinical responsibility. The evidence on which I shall
now draw comes from the work of the London Teachers' Workshop.a group of general-
practitioner teachers who for the last two years have been looking at the problems of
learning and teaching.

Developmental objective
In particular the workshop has been concerned with the problem of choice between
different possible educational objectives in each learning situation and we stumbled on

something intriguing. In addition to a broad category of potential objectives
concerned with the patient and the illness, we discovered a second category of objectives,
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to be precise one particular second objective which emerged from almost every tutorial
with almost every one of the young trainees who visited the workshop.

We called this the developmental objective because it had to do with the process of
becoming an independent and responsible practitioner. It was concerned with the role
of the doctor in relation to the individual patient and in relation to society.

One example must suffice. Like all the tutorials analysed by the London Teachers'
Workshop, it links the problems of general practice on the boundary between learning
and responsibility with the tensions and anxieties of general practice on those other
boundaries of which I have spoken.

Stephanie, one of the young trainees who have attended the workshop, presented
the problem of a 47-year-old man, new to the practice, who had recently been admitted
to hospital with a story of acute chest pain. Repeated electrocardiograms revealed no

abnormality though the serum enzymes had been a little raised. The hospital report
suggested that perhaps his symptoms had been due to hepatitis. The physician had
suspected that the man might be an alcoholic though Stephanie had never been able to
obtain a history of heavy drinking. The patient was becoming a frequent attender: on

one occasion he came in over-breathing, on another he limped on a stiff leg, and
on yet another, complained of headache or backache. On the last occasion when he
came he told Stephanie that he was impotent. She knew that he was living with another
man whom she described as 'evidently a homosexual', but when she had tried to probe
further, he had denied his homosexuality just as he had denied drinking heavily. Now
he came with a complaint of abdominal swelling and discomfort and when she examined
him Stephanie convinced herself that his liver was enlarged and tender.

She told her story with much hesitation and concern, and ended by saying that she
wondered whether her patient's impotence could be connected with hepatitis. "I am
having some liver function tests done", she said, "and if they prove to be abnormal I can
send him to a specialist. But what am I going to do if they come back normall If I can

put his impotence down to his liver dysfunction.well and good. But how far should
I go in pursuing his personal problem with him? At what point does my writ as a

doctor run out?"

The tutorial which followed this account and the analysis of the tutorial which
followed that, were both interesting, but only one aspect is relevant to my thesis. Among
the many problems which we identified was the central one of Stephanie's dilemma
about how to be a doctor to this kind of patient. About how far it was permissible to
explore the sensitive areas of this man's life, his homosexuality, his drunkenness, in an

attempt to solve his problem. How far did her writ run, as a general practitioner?
How wide were her responsibilities ? What were the boundaries between taking a proper
history and raping this man of his privacy?

The period of vocational training sees the climax of the process of maturation
which turns a medical student into a responsible clinician. It is the professional
adolescence of the doctor, and it is characterised by what some psychologists have
termed 'a crisis of identity': by the anxiety and uncertainty of life on the boundary.

On that boundary between apprenticeship and responsibility, Stephanie and the
other trainees who have been working with the London Teachers' Workshop, direct
our attention to perhaps the most difficult question of all. What are the bounds of the
task of the general practitioner and what is his 'proper study' ?

At the conclusion of his collection of essays, Paul Tillich says, "Each possibility
that I have discussed ... I have discussed in relationship to another possibility.the
way they are opposed, the way they can be correlated. This is the dialectic of existence."
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Summary
I have tried to put forward a model of general practice as a discipline which demands of
its practitioners a life lived on many boundaries. It is characteristic of that life on the
boundary that we are constantly pulled in different directions at one and the same time;
that we are never at home in either of the alternatives to which we are driven by the
complexities of human nature and human illness. What then is our proper study?

Life on the boundary is fraught with uncertainty and anxiety. As practitioners we
experience it with our patients in every act of diagnosis and treatment on the boundary
between art and science; on the boundaries between the physical, the psychological and
the social. As teachers we experience it with our students and trainees on the boundary
between appretniceship and responsibility. As members of the College we build and
rebuild our models of general practice on that boiundary from which my thoughts this
evening began: on the boundary-between the patient's expectations and the doctor's
education.
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